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Category:Sanskrit words and phrasesSir, This
article does not provide a narrative review but

refers to a previous, more comprehensive meta-
analysis on the topic.\[[@ref1]\] In the absence of
controlled clinical studies, observational studies

are the only option to identify potentially
modifiable risk factors.\[[@ref2]\] Since the
observation of adverse effects related to viral

infections, the published data have accumulated
on the association of different viruses and an

increased risk of developing dementia.\[[@ref3]\]
A range of studies has been published on the
prevalence of viral infections in Alzheimer's

disease (AD).\[[@ref4][@ref5]\] Some
studies\[[@ref5]\] reported an association

between dementia and the presence of human
herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6), cytomegalovirus (CMV),
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and herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) even in
patients with early-stage dementia. The recently

published results from Wands *et al*.\[[@ref5]\]
on the prevalence of enterovirus (EV) in the

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of AD patients showed
an association between EV and the development
of dementia, suggesting EV as the viral trigger.

Other studies showed increased risks of
developing AD in the presence of measles and

mumps\[[@ref6][@ref7]\] and the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)\[[@ref8]\] (as a
cofactor) while measles in early life may reduce
AD risk\[[@ref9][@ref10]\] and decrease AD
risk factors.\[[@ref9]\] The association of HIV
infection with dementia and other neurological

disorders is receiving increasing
attention.\[[@ref11][@ref12]\] The age-

standardized prevalence of dementia in the
United States has been estimated to be between

5.5 to 10 million cases.\[[@ref13]\] The majority
of these patients has AD.\[[@ref13]\] Also, more
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than half of the AD patients live in developing
countries.\[[@ref13]\] AD and other dementias

affect 1 in 20 older adults in Europe.\[[@ref14]\]
The epidemic of obesity, diabetes, hypertension,

and hyperlipidemia among elderly people is likely
to increase the 3da54e8ca3
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